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 This card is built to deliver fast performance in the latest games, with super smooth gameplay and tear-free experiences in
virtual reality. It also includes NVIDIA Game Ready Driver 394.09, which delivers the latest NVIDIA Game Ready driver with

game-changing features and optimizations to ensure the smoothest and most stable gaming experience. Now anyone can play
their favorite games at the highest settings on a brand new 1080p 144Hz G-Sync enabled monitor with NVIDIA G-SYNC

technology. Also, the GeForce GTX 1060 6 GB Founders Edition is the first GPU to support NVIDIA Ansel technology on
Windows 10, which lets you capture super-sharp, full HD screenshots, and later create professional-looking slow motion and

timelapse videos. It also brings ultra-fast performance and features to NVIDIA's current generation VR headsets, such as Oculus
Rift and HTC Vive, which provide an immersive virtual reality experience. Supports G-SYNC, Freesync, and VR. World's most
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advanced gaming platform, GeForce GTX 1060 6 GB Founders Edition. This product supports NVIDIA G-SYNC technology,
which synchronizes the refresh rate of the monitor with the GPU for the smoothest, smoothest, and most stutter-free gameplay
experience possible. With NVIDIA Game Ready Drivers (and a monitor with G-SYNC) you can game on the largest 144 Hz

144 Hz or FreeSync panel and see the results. See the spec table below for more info on what kind of monitor you need to use
with this GPU. Super smooth gameplay is now possible with G-SYNC technology, which synchronizes the refresh rate of the

monitor with the GPU for the smoothest, smoothest, and most stutter-free gameplay experience possible. This technology
ensures fast, fluid gameplay without screen tearing or stutter, and reduces input latency to create the most responsive gaming
experience. Control-free joy with G-SYNC technology. With NVIDIA Game Ready Driver 394.09, the latest NVIDIA Game
Ready driver with the latest graphics optimizations to ensure the smoothest and most stable experience, you can game on the
largest 144 Hz 144 Hz or FreeSync panel and see the results. See the spec table below for more info on what kind of monitor

you need to use with this GPU. Enjoy high resolution gaming with up to 4K display support and Virtual Reality headset
experiences. With a G-SYNC monitor and an NVIDIA GPU, gamers get the best of both worlds. The latest gaming technology

is here to deliver the most immersive and 82157476af
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